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PYRAMID  Intech’s Contracting Software 
Overview 

 
The fully integrated PYRAMID suite of software modules has been primarily developed to meet the project  
management and accounting requirements of organisations involved in mainstream and ancillary activities within 
the Construction Industry. It is appropriate for contractors, property developers, construction companies, local  
authorities, project managers, consulting engineers, builders and shopfitters. 
 
Reporting is provided at various levels and in varying degrees of detail with the emphasis being on a philosophy of 
management by exception. Financial reporting is available on individual projects as well as in consolidated form. 
The system incorporates full accounting for retentions, progress claims, sub-contractor payments (including self 
billing invoices) and Goods and Services Tax. Computer cheque facilities are available for creditors and sub-
contractors, cash requirements forecasting is provided and there is a comprehensive range of reports available to 
assist in the management of projects. 
 
PYRAMID is comprised of a series of modules which are integrated by means of a common Transactions Entry   
system. This data well concept means that input documents do not have to be separated and data needs only to be 
keyed once. The system will then automatically generate the appropriate entries into the relevant modules. 
 
The modules which make up the full PYRAMID suite are Transactions Entry, Contract Costing, Contract and Trade 
Debtors, Payroll and Labour Costing, Creditors / General Ledger, Fixed Assets, Plant and Property, Inventory,     
Estimating and Quoting, Purchase Orders and Cash Book. There is flexibility in configuring the software so that only 
the modules required need to be purchased. 

Transaction Entry Module 
 
All transaction input is entered via the Transaction Entry system. It is not necessary to separate documents into 
sub-systems. Instead input is batched by transaction type (receipts, journals etc). In many cases a single entry will 
generate transactions into multiple sub-systems. Key features of this module are: 
 
Multiple Periods: files of transaction data are maintained for up to four ‘open’ posting periods at any one time. 
 
Control Accounts: Each posting automatically creates entries to the appropriate control accounts in the General 
Ledger 
 
Standing Entries: Standard journal and invoice entries can be created, maintained and automatically posted each 
period. 
 
Cash Flow Statement: A Cash flow statement in summary form is produced by the system. 
 
Costing and Depreciation Postings: The system picks up costing data from payroll as well as depreciation data from 
Fixed Assets and brings this into the transactions well for subsequent posting. 
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PYRAMID  Intech’s Contracting Software 
Contract Costing Module 
 
The Contract Costing module maintains complete details of each contract. These can be broken down to the         
required level of detail for the purposes of both estimating and monitoring work in progress. Summary reporting 
and enquiry facilities are also available. Facilities include: 
 
Detailed Reporting: Cost and revenue elements are analysed into categories for materials, labour and sub-
contractors. Information is stored for the life of the contract. 
 
Percentage Complete: The system bases a large proportion of its reporting on a ‘percentage completion factor’ and 
providers reporting on estimated cost to complete together with estimated profitability. 
 
Sub-Contractor Reporting: Information on amounts claimed, certified and paid as well as the varying types of     
retentions are held for each contract and sub-contractors over the life of the contract. 
 
Cheque Printing: Computer cheques are produced setting out full payment details. 
 
Self Billing Invoices: Self billing tax invoices are produced for authorised sub-contractor claims. 

Contact Details 

System Links 
 
The Quoting module can be linked to only Intech’s STOCK Inventory and DEBTORS Accounts Receivable modules or 
it can become an extension of the full PYRAMID suite of applications incorporating Contract Costing. 
 
STOCK Inventory: Integration with STOCK Inventory is essential. All product information which is required to       
assemble the schedule of quantities (description, prices etc) is held within the Stock module. Once a quotation has 
been accepted, stock which will be required is flagged as Reserved. Once a job is invoiced stock on hand reduces. 
 
DEBTORS Accounts Receivable: Integration with DEBTORS Accounts Receivable is also essential. Customer details 
required for the preparation of quotations are accessed from the Account Receivable databases. If Quoting is only 
integrated with Stock and Accounts Receivable, invoices generated within Quoting are transferred directly to      
DEBTORS Accounts Receivable. If Quoting is integrated with Contract Costing as part of the PYRAMID suite of 
applications the invoicing process is initiated from within Contract Costing. 
 
Contract Costing: Quoting can be optionally linked to Contract Costing. Quotations prepared within Quoting are   
reflected in Contract Costing as budgets. 
 
CGL / Purchase Orders: Linkage to the CREDITORS / General Ledger and Purchase Order modules is also optional. 
When interfaced, Purchase Orders for individual quotations can be automatically generated from within Quoting and 
passed through to the Purchase Orders module which in turn links with Creditors, General Leger and Contract 
Costing. 

For further information relating to the Intech QUOTING System  

 

            Please contact: 

      Graham Jones   Telephone     +64-3-4779604 

           P O Box 5072   Fax      +64-3-4790320 

           Dunedin 9058   email: gjones@intechsoftware.co.nz 

           NEW ZEALAND   
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QUOTING  A component part of Intech’s PYRAMID Software 
Overview 

 
The Intech QUOTING module handles the preparation of quotations for quoted jobs and it is equally suited to work-
shop or time materials based charge out situations.  The module can be configured to suit a variety of                  
environments ranging from servicing and contracting through to organisations involved in assembly processes. 
 
Quoting interfaces with the Intech STOCK Inventory system for its database of products and other resources. It also 
optionally links to the Intech Contract Costing module. 

Features of the System 

 
The key features of the module are: 
 
Preparation of Quotations: Detailed information stored includes customer, job description, start and end dates.   
Information is also maintained for materials, labour, non-stocked items and outwork. Standard mark-up            
percentages can be applied and manipulated to arrive at a quotation total. 
 
Quotation Tracking: Quotations can be tracked over a maximum of 9 stages ranging from ‘quoted’ through to 
‘rejected’. Intermediate stages can be used for work in progress tracking and valuations. 
 
Job costing: Actual costs / usage can be reported on versus quoted for variance and performance reporting       
purposes. 
 
Billing: Once a job is completed the application can automatically initiate billing transactions.   
 
Archiving: Jobs can be archived to a history file and subsequently recalled for referral as required. 

Quotations 

 
Up to four separate stages can be involved in the preparation of a quotation. 
Header Details: The quote number can be keyed or automatically allocated by the application. There is provision for 
a job description and a customer name. If Quoting is only interfaced with STOCK Inventory an invoice number is 
picked up and displayed on this screen once the job has been charged. The estimated actual start and end dates are 
also recorded. A two digit branch or division code can be entered for reporting purposes. 
 
Task Details: Multiple tasks can be established within each job. It is usual to establish separate task numbers for 
each major work category within a job (for example rebuild motor, recondition transmission etc). A further 40 
character description is available for each task and there is also a start and end date. A job status is maintained for 
each task. 
 
Presentations: Multiple presentations can be established. These are simply used as a basis for the valuation of 
mark-up percentages and labour rates for the elements in the quantity of schedules. Different rates can be        
established for each of the main quantity schedule element categories. These are materials, sundry materials,   
labour and outwork. 
 
Worksheet: One worksheet per task can be created. The worksheet layout is similar to a spreadsheet and it is used 
to build up a schedule of quantities. It allows a series of items (stock, non-stock, labour and outwork) to be entered 
and holds quantities, prices, discounts, area information and the presentation level to point to for calculations. 
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QUOTING  A component part of Intech’s PYRAMID Software 
Quotations 

 
Once all quotation details have been entered, the system will display total costs, mark-ups, a quotation price and a 
total average mark-up percentage. The total mark-up percentage can be manually altered and the quotation price 
will automatically recalculate. 

Reports Available Include: 
 
Quotation Details: This report details all data keyed for the Quote, Task presentation and Worksheet. 
 
Quotation Summary: This is a summary report of the presentation calculations / mark-ups, cost prices, rates etc. 
 
Quotation Form: The quotation form is designed to print on A4 letterhead in a format that is suitable for submission 
to clients or prospective clients. 
 
Inquiry: Quotations can be retrieved, displayed and amended directly under the quote maintenance selection. This 
facility also applies to archived quotes. 

Contact Details 

System Links 
 
The Quoting module can be linked to only Intech’s STOCK Inventory and DEBTORS Accounts Receivable modules or 
it can become an extension of the full PYRAMID suite of applications incorporating Contract Costing. 
 
STOCK Inventory: Integration with STOCK Inventory is essential. All product information which is required to       
assemble the schedule of quantities (description, prices etc) is held within the Stock module. Once a quotation has 
been accepted, stock which will be required is flagged as Reserved. Once a job is invoiced stock on hand reduces. 
 
DEBTORS Accounts Receivable: Integration with DEBTORS Accounts Receivable is also essential. Customer details 
required for the preparation of quotations are accessed from the Account Receivable databases. If Quoting is only 
integrated with Stock and Accounts Receivable, invoices generated within Quoting are transferred directly to      
DEBTORS Accounts Receivable. If Quoting is integrated with Contract Costing as part of the PYRAMID suite of 
applications the invoicing process is initiated from within Contract Costing. 
 
Contract Costing: Quoting can be optionally linked to Contract Costing. Quotations prepared within Quoting are   
reflected in Contract Costing as budgets. 
 
CGL / Purchase Orders: Linkage to the CREDITORS / General Ledger and Purchase Order modules is also optional. 
When interfaced, Purchase Orders for individual quotations can be automatically generated from within Quoting and 
passed through to the Purchase Orders module which in turn links with Creditors, General Leger and Contract 
Costing. 

For further information relating to the Intech QUOTING System  

 

            Please contact: 

      Graham Jones   Telephone     +64-3-4779604 

           P O Box 5072    

           Dunedin 9054   email: gjones@intechsoftware.co.nz 

           NEW ZEALAND   


